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Extracting the Bs − B¯s mixing angle from B → V V decays and
comments on the puzzling B → K∗l+l− decay
Joaquim Matiasa
aIFAE & Universitat Auto`noma de Barcelona, E-08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain
Three different strategies to extract the weak mixing phase φs of the Bs system using B → V V decays
(Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0, Bs → φK¯
∗0 and Bs → φφ) are discussed. Those penguin-mediated decays are computed in
the framework of a new combined QCD-Factorisation/Flavour Symmetry Method. Also some comments on the
recent interesting results found by Babar concerning the decay B → K∗l+l− are included.
1. Introduction
The present era of Precision Flavour Physics
may turn soon due to the excellent performance
of the B-factories and Tevatron (and hopefully
LHC) into an era of Precision Flavour New
Physics. Rare b → s transitions in several in-
clusive and exclusive modes start exhibiting some
tension with the SM predictions[1]. Indeed, there
is certain theoretical prejudist[2] to expect devi-
ations in b→ s transitions and SM-like results in
the corresponding b→ d ones.
In order to reach the accuracy needed in some
B decay processes to get to the discovery level
it is of an utmost importance to refine the me-
thods used to predict those decays. There are
two main approaches in the literature: 1/mb-
expansion based methods, namely, QCD Factor-
ization (QCDF)[3,4], Soft collinear effective theo-
ries [5] or PQCD[6] and Flavour Symmetry meth-
ods like U-spin [7]. Here I will discuss a new
method [8] that combines the predictive power of
QCDF techniques with the model-independence
of Flavour symmetries. Moreover, a main advan-
tage of this method is that it reduces substantially
the sensitivity to the dangerous chirally enhanced
IR divergences in QCDF and the arbitrariness in
the choice of the size of SU(3) breaking in Flavour
Symmetries.
Before briefly discussing the method and its ap-
plication to decays of B mesons into vectors [9]
to extract the weak mixing angle φs, I will open a
parenthesis to comment on the results of the mea-
surement of the B → K∗l+l− decay. Here I will
focus on certain observables that were proposed
in [10,11,12].
2. Comments on B → K∗l+l−
Recently, Babar has found a set of very in-
teresting results [13,14] while measuring observ-
ables based on the B → K∗l+l− channel, namely:
i) longitudinal polarization fraction of the K∗:
FL, ii) Forward-Backward asymmetry: AFB , iii)
isospin asymmetry AI of B
0 → K∗0l+l− and
B± → K∗±l+l− channels and soon iv) the trans-
verse asymmetry: A
(2)
T . I will discuss them in
turn and comment on the impact of two scenarios
(flipped sign solution for Ceff7 ) and Right Handed
currents (RH) scenario (Ceff ′7 6= 0). Even if, at
a first sight, the flipped sign scenario (not my
favorite one) may appear as a possible solution
for all these deviations, indeed it is not a com-
pletely satisfactory solution. Moreover, this sce-
nario is somehow disfavoured (under certain as-
sumptions) by the inclusive mode, but not ruled
out. Of course, this should be taken only as an ex-
ercise, since data should still give the final answer
and, other scenarios may led to a better explana-
tion if data changes substantially.
• FL(s) =
|A0|
2
|A0|2+|A‖|2+|A⊥|2
[11], where
A0,⊥,‖ are, respectively, the longitudinal,
perpendicular and parallel spin amplitude
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Figure 1. Top left: Experimental result on FL [13]. Top right: Flipped sign solution C
eff
7 [11]. Bottom
left: Theoretical calculation of FL including Λ/mb with ξ⊥(0) = 0.35 [12]. Bottom right: Updated theory
average[15] (using ξ⊥(0) = 0.26) in 1 ≤ q
2 ≤ 6.25GeV2 region (horizontal band) and experimental cross
average in the larger region 4m2µ ≤ q
2 ≤ 6.25GeV2.
of the K∗. The theoretical prediction for
this observable was computed in QCDF at
NLO in [11] and including possible Λ/mb
corrections of order 10% in each amplitude
in [12]. From [12] (see Fig.1) one gets an
average value (weighted by the distribution
dΓ/dq2) in the region 1 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.25GeV2
of 0.83 ± 0.08 (ξ⊥(0) was taken 0.35). An
update of this calculation has been done
in [15] with an average value 0.86 ± 0.05
slightly higher due to the different choice in
[15] for ξ⊥(0) = 0.26. Recently an exper-
imental averaged value of 0.35 ± 0.16 [13]
was measured on a larger region 4m2µ ≤
q2 ≤ 6.25GeV2. Even if these two numbers
cannot be yet compared, it is presumable
that the averaged experimental value once
taken in the 1 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.25GeV2 region will
certainly increase but still probably will re-
main a low value. (One can do the oppo-
site exercise and compute the theory aver-
age from 4m2µ to 6.25GeV
2, not taken into
account possible low resonances effects ob-
taining 0.67± 0.08. Of course, this number
should be taken only as an indication). Let
me now discuss the impact of the two sce-
narios: first, it was found in [12] that su-
persymmetry with non-minimal flavour vi-
olation in the down sector, as an exam-
ple of RH current contribution (Ceff ′7 6= 0)
do not deviate much from the SM region
(Fig.1). Indeed, beyond the supersymmet-
ric case, picking up some extreme but al-
lowed values of Ceff ′7 one finds that it is
hard to go down more than a 10% with re-
spect to the SM band. The other scenario,
the flipped sign solution for Ceff7 deviate
more substantially[11] (see Fig.1) from the
SM region and in the direction of the mea-
sured valued.
• AFB(s) =
3
2
ℜ(A‖LA
∗
⊥L)−ℜ(A‖RA
∗
⊥R)
|A0|2+|A‖|2+|A⊥|2
[10,16].
The forward-backward asymmetry, is par-
3ticularly interesting on its zero, where form
factors drop at leading order giving a pre-
cise relation between Ceff7 and C9, but also
due to its sensitivity to the sign of Ceff7 .
Experimentally, it was found (Fig.2) again
a deviation that tend to prefer the reversed
sign of Ceff7 . An scenario compatible with
this situation was discussed in [10] in the
case of MSSM with large tanβ (see Fig.2).
Again for this observable, like in the case
of FL, RH currents originating from a su-
persymmetric model do not seem to deviate
substantially from the SM prediction.
• AI =
dΓ[B0→K∗0ℓ+ℓ−]/ds−dΓ[B±→K∗±ℓ+ℓ−]/ds
dΓ[B0→K∗0ℓ+ℓ−]/ds+dΓ[B±→K∗±ℓ+ℓ−]/ds
[10]. This asymmetry in the SM arises
from graphs where a photon is radiated
from the spectator quark in annihilation
or spectator-scattering diagrams. The
sensitivity to the different charge of the
spectator quark for a B0 or a B+ induces
a non-zero value. The computation of
this isospin asymmetry for B → K∗l+l−
in the framework of QCDF was done in
[10]. It was found there that for values
of q2 > 0 no sizeable isospin asymmetry
is expected in the SM (see Fig.3). The
case of q2 = 0 was computed in [17]. In
the limit q2 → 0, where the photon pole
dominates, our isospin asymmetry reduces
to AI(B → K
∗γ) = Re(b⊥d (0) − b
⊥
u (0)) (in
agreement with [17]). It is remarkable the
good agreement with the SM prediction
and the experiment at this point and this is
puzzling. The q2 = 0 solution is also sensi-
tive to the sign of C7, although relative to
the sign of C5 − C6. On the contrary, for
larger values of q2 the isospin asymmetry is
dominated by the longitudinal polarization
amplitude and the dominant operators are
O3 − O4. So even if one may devise a so-
lution to accommodate SM at q2 = 0 and
beyond SM at q2 > 0 any solution looks
a bit unnatural. Remarkably again it is
where the longitudinal polarization dom-
inates where it was found experimentally
(Fig.3) a deviation from the SM predic-
tion. Barring the q2 = 0 problem, in [10] it
was found that for the scenario of MSSM
with large tanβ the flipped sign solution of
Ceff7 induces negative values for the isospin
asymmetry (Fig.3), pointing towards the
experimental result, although still far from
the measured value.
• A
(2)
T (s) =
|A⊥|
2−|A‖|
2
|A⊥|2+|A‖|2
[11,12]. This last ob-
servable, still not measured could provide
an important piece of the puzzle. This is
an observable constructed to minimize the-
oretical uncertainties and show a maximal
sensitivity to the presence of RH currents.
If all the impact of New Physics consist on
flipping the sign of Ceff7 one should not see
any deviation from the SM prediction in
A
(2)
T . On the contrary, if it deviates, the
presence of RH currents would be favored
(with or without flipped Ceff7 ).
To conclude, we observe that the solution with
the flipped sign of Ceff7 seems to go in the right
direction (but it is still not sufficient) to explain
the preliminary observed deviations. However,
it has two important caveats: it is disfavoured
by the inclusive mode and, moreover, it may re-
quire a weird solution to avoid conflicts with AI
at q2 = 0. RH current solution (Ceff ′7 6= 0) seems
not to deviate enough from SM prediction for
FL and AFB (A
(2)
T may help to favour or rule
out this solution). Second, observables contain-
ing the longitudinal polarization (FL, AFB , AI)
seems to systematically exhibit deviations (con-
sistently with this remark one would expect that
A
(2)
T , like AI at q
2 = 0 will not deviate). In this
sense, the new longitudinal observables proposed
in [15] may play an important role. Finally, it will
be very interesting to see the comparison between
theory and experiment strictly inside the theoret-
ically well controlled region 1 < q2 < 6.25GeV2.
This closes the parenthesis.
3. Description of the Method
One of the main source of uncertainties in QCDF
comes from IR divergences originating from:
• Hard spectator-scattering: Hard gluons ex-
change between spectator quark and the outgo-
ing energetic meson gives rise to integrals of the
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Figure 2. Top: Experimental forward-backward
asymmetry[13]. Bottom: Theoretical prediction
for SM and MSSM with large tanβ[10] (dark re-
gion: flipped Ceff7 ).
following type (see [4] for definitions):
Hi(M1M2) = C
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy
[
ΦM2(x)ΦM1 (y)
x¯y¯
+ rM1χ
ΦM2(x)Φm1 (y)
xy¯
]
,
where the second term (formally of order Λ/mb)
diverges when y → 1.
• Weak annihilation: These type of diagrams
also exhibit endpoint IR divergences as it is ex-
plicit in the corresponding integrals:
Ai1 = piαs
∫ 1
0
dxdy
{
ΦM2(x)ΦM1 (y)
[
1
y(1− xy¯)
+
1
x¯2y
]
+ rM1χ r
M2
χ Φm2(x)Φm1(y)
2
x¯y
}
.
Both divergences are modeled in the same way in
QCDF:
∫ 1
0
dy
y¯ Φm1(y) ≡ Φm1(1)X
M1
H,A + r, with r
a finite piece and XH,A = (1 + ρH,A) ln(mb/Λ).
These divergences are the main source of error
in QCDF. If one splits the SM amplitude for a
[%]
Figure 3. From top to bottom: i) Experimental
measurement of AI [14], ii) Theoretical prediction
for AI in the SM [10], iii) MSSM prediction for
large tanβ (dark region: flipped Ceff7 )[10].
B-decay into two mesons in two pieces: A¯ ≡
A(B¯q → MM¯) = λ
(q)
u T
qC
M + λ
(q)
c P
qC
M , with C
denoting the charge of the decay products, and
λ’s the products of CKM factors λ
(q)
p = VpbV
∗
pq,
one observes that for certain processes the struc-
ture of the IR divergences at NLO in QCDF is the
same for both pieces. This allows to identify an
IR safe quantity at this order, defined by ∆ =
T −P that can be evaluated safely in QCDF and
that will be taken as the main input from QCDF.
Another important remark is that this quantity
can be directly related to observables leading to
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Figure 4. Theoretical prediction for A
(2)
T in SM
and supersymmetry [12]
a set of sum rules that can be translated into pre-
dictions for the UT angles[9,18,19] (see Strategy
2 in Sec.3.1). In [9] this idea was extended to
vector-vector final states. In this case, there is a
∆ associated to each helicity amplitude. But we
focus on the leading (in a naive power counting in
Λ/mb) longitudinal one. We obtain for the longi-
tudinal ∆ of the Bd → K
∗0K¯∗0 (Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0)
decay denoted by ∆dK∗K∗ (∆
s
K∗K∗)[9]:
|∆dK∗K∗ | = A
d,0
K∗K∗
CFαs
4piNc
C1 |G¯K∗(sc)− G¯K∗(0)|
= (1.85± 0.79)× 10−7 GeV
|∆sK∗K∗ | = A
s,0
K∗K∗
CFαs
4piNc
C1 |G¯K∗(sc)− G¯K∗(0)|
= (1.62± 0.69)× 10−7 GeV (1)
where G¯V ≡ GV − r
V
χ GˆV are the usual pen-
guin functions and Aq,0V1V2 are the naive factoriza-
tion factors. The corresponding ∆’s for the other
modes can be found in [9].
In short the method consist in relating the
hadronic complex parameters PCs , T
C
s that de-
scribes the dynamics of a b → s governed tran-
sition with the corresponding parameters of an
U-spin b → d related process. This requires
to include SU(3) breaking factorizable (f =
AsV1V2/A
d
V1V2
) and non-factorizable U-spin break-
ing 1/mb suppressed corrections. Those non-
factorizable corrections are sensitive to the dif-
ferent distribution amplitude of a Bd and Bs and
spectator quark dependent contributions coming
from gluons emitted from a d or s quark. The
next step is to determine the complex hadronic
parameters of the b → d related decay PCd , T
C
d .
This is done using the data on BR and direct CP
asymmetry of the b→ d decay and its associated
∆ = TCd − P
C
d computed in QCDF.
The method was first applied to Bs → KK de-
cays in the SM[8] and supersymmetry [20], lead-
ing to the most precise predictions for Bs →
K+K− and Bs → K
0K¯0 decay modes.
3.1. Bs → V V : A way to extract φs.
Recent controversial claims on evidence of New
Physics in the weak mixing phase φs [21] has fo-
cused the attention into this mixing phase. Here I
will describe three possible strategies to measure
this phase using B mesons decaying into vectors
that were discussed in [9]. We will focus on the
golden mode Bs → K
0∗K¯0∗ which can be eas-
ily reconstructed from the decays of the K∗ into
kaons and pions.
First Strategy: It applies to Bs → K
0∗K¯0∗,
Bs → φK¯
∗0 and Bs → φφ decays. This strat-
egy requires to measure the longitudinal BR and
mixing-induced CP asymmetry of those modes
and compute its corresponding ∆ = T − P (see
Eq.1) from QCDF.
Expanding the longitudinal mixing-induced CP
asymmetry in power of λsu/λ
s
c one obtains:
Alongmix (Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0) ≃ sinφs +∆S (2)
with ∆S = 2
∣∣∣λ(s)u
λ
(s)
c
∣∣∣Re(T sK∗K∗P s
K∗K∗
)
sin γ cosφs + · · ·
In order to evaluate the size of the ∆S pollu-
tion, one must constrain the size of Re(T/P ) and
translate these constrains into bounds on ∆S.
These bounds can be found in [9]. The steps
to follow are: first, one measures the longitudi-
nal BR(Bs → K
0∗K¯0∗), second, for each value of
this BR and using the bounds on Re(T/P ) one
obtains a possible range for ∆S [9]. Finally, once
measured Alongmix of this decay mode one can then
determine a range for sinφs from:(
Alongmix −∆Smax
)
< sinφs <
(
Alongmix −∆Smin
)
If this range is inconsistent with the predicted SM
value for φs that would signal the presence of New
Physics.
6Second Strategy: It is quite general, it applies to
any B decay into two pseudoescalars or vectors.
For what concerns the measurement of φs we are
interested in, we will focus here on two cases:
1. Bs decay through a b → s process, e.g.
Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0
2. Bs decay through a b → d process, e.g.
Bs → φK¯
∗0 (with a subsequent decay into
a CP eigenstate)
The great advantage of this strategy is that by
measuring the longitudinal branching ratio, and
the direct and mixing induced CP asymmetry of a
Bs meson decaying through a b→ d or b→ s pro-
cess one gets a direct determination of the weak
mixing angle φs with only one single theoreti-
cal input: the corresponding ∆ of the process.
Even more, the precise way the asymmetries enter
into this expression tells you that a measurement
of the branching ratio and the ’untagged rate’ is
enough to determine βs but also γ. This can be
seen explicitly in the expressions[9,18]:
sin2 βs =
B˜R
2|λ
(D)
c |2|∆|2
(1−A∆Γ) (3)
sin2 (βs + γ) =
B˜R
2|λ
(D)
u |2|∆|2
(1−A∆Γ) (4)
where A∆Γ verifies |Adir|
2+|Amix|
2+|A∆Γ|
2 = 1.
This extraction of βs is done in this strategy un-
der the assumption that there is no significant
New Physics affecting the b → s decay. This
strategy has the advantage of minimizing the the-
oretical input, but it requires to measure several
of the Bs observables.
Third Strategy: This last strategy is the most
theoretically driven. It focus only on the golden
mode Bs → K
0∗K¯0∗ and assumes no sizeable
New Physics in the Bd → K
0∗K¯0∗ U-spin related
decay. The steps to follow here are the same that
were done for B → KK decays. First, one has to
relate the hadronic parameters of both processes:
P sK∗K∗ = f P
d
K∗K∗(1 + δ
P
K
∗
K
∗) (5)
T sK∗K∗ = f T
d
K∗K∗(1 + δ
T
K
∗
K
∗) (6)
computing factorizable
f = m2BsA
Bs→K
∗
0 /m
2
BA
B→K∗
0 = 0.88± 0.19
and non-factorizable SU(3) breaking parameters:
|δP
K
∗
K
∗ | ≤ 0.12 , |δT
K
∗
K
∗ | ≤ 0.15
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Figure 5. Alongmix (Bs → K
0∗K¯0∗) versus φs.
Then using as main inputs the BRlong(Bd →
K0∗K¯0∗), ∆K∗K∗ together with the longitudinal
direct CP asymmetry of Bd → K
0∗K¯0∗ one ob-
tains a prediction in the SM for the corresponding
Bs observables:(
BRlong(Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0)
BRlong(Bd → K∗0K¯∗0)
)
= 17± 6
Alongdir (Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0) = 0.000± 0.014
Alongmix (Bs → K
∗0K¯∗0) = 0.004± 0.018
Finally a measurement of the longitudinal mixing
induced CP asymmetry of Bs → K
0∗K¯0∗ allow
to extract the weak mixing angle φs including all
penguin pollution. Figure 5 shows the correla-
tion between Alongmix and φs. The extraction of
φs from this plot is possible even in the presence
of New Physics under the condition that there
are only New Physics contributions in ∆B = 2
but not large New Physics effects in ∆B = 1
FCNC amplitudes. This requirement can be eas-
ily accomplished for generic type of New Physics
7models if two conditions are fulfilled (see [22]):
i) ΛNPeff ≪ Λew and ii) the effective coupling in
∆B = 2 can be expressed as the square of the
effective coupling in ∆B = 1 amplitudes. These
conditions can be easily understood using an ef-
fective lagrangian language[22].
Summary: Three different strategies to ex-
tract the weak mixing phase φs from B → V V
were presented. Also the recent results on the
B → K∗l+l− decay are discussed.
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